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Introduction

- Collisionally ionized absorption characterized by temperature of the plasma. An example is Galactic absorption or absorption in the host galaxy.

- Photo-ionized absorption characterized by the ionization parameter, and is the absorption mechanism observed in AGN outflows, i.e. warm absorbers.

- The difference in ionization mechanism can be seen by comparing differences in higher order line strengths of an ion and the line ratios in the triplets such as O VII.
Introduction

• Ionization parameter used in SPEX is $\xi = L/nr^2$, with $L$ the source luminosity, $n$ the density and $r$ the distance between the ionizing source and the absorbing gas. $\xi$ and $L$ are determined from observations, but $n$ and $r$ are unknown. SPEX uses log values in $10^{-9}$ Wm (ergs cm s$^{-1}$). This definition is the same as used in XSTAR.

• Alternative definition: $U = Q/4\pi r^2cn$, $Q$ the number of hydrogen ionizing photons emitted by the source, $n$ the density and $c$ the speed of light. This definition is used in CLOUDY and is dimensionless.

• Both definitions depend on the input spectral energy distribution.
Pressure equilibrium: S-curve

- Some scenarios assume that the clouds, which produce the absorption lines observed, are in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding higher ionized gas. If so, the cloud is stable and thus can survive for longer.
- The ionization parameter for constant pressure, $\Xi = \frac{L}{4\pi c r^2 P} = 9.61 \times 10^3 \frac{\xi}{T}$, with $P$ pressure, $T$ temperature.
- Cloudy and XSTAR calculate $\Xi$ versus $T$, S-curves, for a spectral energy distribution. From this curve, if the ionization parameters lie on the stable branch then the absorbers are in pressure equilibrium.

For NGC 5548, none of the components are in pressure equilibrium in this case.
Absm model

- The model calculates the transmission of a neutral gas with cosmic abundances (Morrison and McCammon 1983).
- Often used for modelling absorption in our own Galaxy toward the observed object.
- Model includes only continuum absorption.
- Abundances cannot be changed.
- Location of some edges is not as accurate as high resolution spectroscopy demands.
Absm model

- Free parameters are:
  - Total hydrogen column density
  - The covering factor of the absorber
- Model with no absorption (black) and with a column density of $10^{24} \text{ m}^{-2}$ (red).
Absm model

- Absm model for 2 different hydrogen column density.
- The longer wavelengths are much more absorbed than the shorter wavelengths.
• Collisional ionisation equilibrium absorption model.
• The temperature determines the ionisation balance and with the abundance and hydrogen column density, the ionic column densities are calculated.
• From the column densities the transmission is then calculated.
• This model includes line and continuum opacities.
• Use for fitting absorption from our and/or the host galaxy. Also use for warm hot intergalactic medium absorption, if the density is high enough.
• The line profiles used are Voigt profiles.
Hot Model

- Parameters are:
  - Total hydrogen column density
  - Electron temperature
  - Covering factor
  - Ratio of ionization balance (rt)
  - Systematic velocity (red/or blueshift velocity)
  - Velocity broadening (v)
  - RMS velocity of a blend of velocity components (rms)
  - Velocity distance between the velocity components (dv)
  - Reference element compared to which abundances are calculated (ref)
  - Abundances for H to Zn (1 to 30), standard values are cosmic abundances.
  - Filename for non-thermal electron distributions
Hot model

- Specific parameters:
  
  Ratio of ionization balance: $R_b = T_b / T_e = 1$ for a plasma in equilibrium. $R_b < 1$ mimics an ionizing plasma. $R_b > 1$ mimics a recombining plasma. To Approximate a neutral gas use $T = 0.5$ eV.
Hot model

\( T = 1 \) keV, different hydrogen column density.

Changing the abundance of oxygen and iron, note the very similar absorption edge at \( \sim 17 \) Å.
Hot model

• Comparing the absorption for different temperatures.
• All absorption components have a hydrogen column density of $10^{24}$ m$^{-2}$.
• Note that the hotter, the less absorption occurs, and the shorter the wavelength at which it occurs.
• Note the different lines that appear for different temperatures.
Slab model

- This and following models are for photo-ionized absorption.
- Transmission is calculated for a thin slab of gas.
- The column density for each ion is a free parameter, thus one can fit ion per ion, but per ion all lines are included.
- The model calculates the line and continuum absorption.
- Thompson scattering by free electrons is included, as are fully stripped ions. However, note that as the Thompson scattering is independent of which ion the electrons came from, the column density determined for bare ions is not well constrained.
- Other parameters are tied for all ions: covering factor, velocity shift, velocity broadening, RMS velocity broadening for multiple velocity components, velocity distance between components.
- Multiple slab models can be used, rather than using the RMS broadening, or if one suspects the outflow velocity/broadening might be ionization state dependent.
Slab model

- Absorption model for C VI, with a column density of $10^{20}$ (black) and $10^{22}$ (red) m$^{-2}$.
- Note the large difference in continuum absorption, however in real spectra with non-trivial continua, edges are hard to discern, albeit present.
Slab model

Effect of assuming a blueshift of the lines for the C VI Lyman series.

Effects of velocity broadening on the modeled C VI Lα line.
Slab model

Fitting or plotting ion per ion allows for easy identification of the observed lines. However, note that quite a few lines with current spectral resolution are blends of several ions.

Absorption spectrum assuming all frequently observed ions have a column density of $10^{20}$ m$^{-2}$. Note that each ion can have a different column density, which can be fit separately or simultaneously.
Slab model

- Black curve: same model as previously, red curve: Assuming that the slab of gas only covers 75% of the continuum emission.
- Main difference is in the continuum level and shape.
Observational example

- *Chandra* MEG and LETGS data of NGC 5548. Note the difference in resolution between both spectra.
- The Ne X Lyα is broadened beyond the MEG spectral resolution.
Observational results

- Chandra LETGS spectrum of NGC 5548.
- Note the many absorption lines from different elements as well as the N VI triplet.
- The velocity resolution increases with wavelength.
Xabs model

• Photo-ionised absorption model: calculates the transmission of a slab of material where all ionic column densities are tied through a photo-ionisation model.
• Many fewer parameters than slab model, and ions with weak lines hard to detect individually are automatically included.
• Possibility to give SPEX a file with the appropriate photo-ionisation balance, i.e. ascii file containing a list of ionic column densities versus ionisation parameter, if spectral energy distribution is significantly different from that of NGC 5548.
Xabs model

• Special parameters are:
  ionization parameter \( \xi \)
  hydrogen column density

• Other parameters are:
  abundances and velocity parameters and covering factor.

• Note that the higher the ionization parameter the weaker the observed absorption, hence only large column density high ionization absorbers are detectable.
Xabs model

- Multiple xabs components can be used (here 2 with log$\xi$=0.5 and 2 in 10$^{-9}$ W m).
- Each xabs component has potentially its own velocity, abundance and covering factor parameters in addition to hydrogen column density and ionization parameter.
- One can tie for instance the abundances between different xabs components.
Xabs model: output

- Part of the output file using ascd in combination with col.
- This gives the column density and its log value per ion with a significant column density in the model.
- One can thus easily compare the column densities obtained in a slab fit with those in the hot, xabs and warm model.
- Note, not all the ions do have line features in the X-ray band.
Another possibility with asc and tran.

In this case all the lines with a certain opacity are listed, here part of the list of O VII.

Per ion the lines are sorted by opacity.

The line’s energy and wavelength and the EW in keV and Å as well as the Voigt a parameter are listed.
Observational results

- RGS 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} order spectra of NGC 5548, the latter is rebinned by a factor of 3 to increase signal to noise ratio.
- Fit is with 3 xabs components for the whole spectrum.
Warm model

- Continuous photo-ionised absorption model.
- Assume there is absorption between 2 extreme values of the ionization parameter.
- Then one can fit the differential hydrogen column density at these extremes as well as a certain number of points, equidistant in log space, in ionisation parameter.
- Between these points, at $\Delta \xi = 0.2$, the differential hydrogen column density is determined via a cubic spline and a xabs model is calculated.
- Advantage, few parameters to fit a large range in ionisation parameters, however, this also means that the abundance, velocities and covering factor parameters are tied.
- Possible to use multiple warm components, if for instance different velocity components.
Warm model

- Special parameters:
  
  **Extremes of ionization parameter:** xil1 and xiln, have to be set by hand.
  
  Number of points where the differential hydrogen column density is fitted, thus minimum is 2 and maximum 19, this number cannot be determined in a fit.
  
  The logarithmic spacing of $\Delta \xi$ for which the absorption spectrum is calculated, ranges between 0.1 and 1, this parameter has to be set by hand.
  
  The differential hydrogen column density at the ionisation extremes as well as the number of points in between.

Absorption for warm model between log $\xi=\log_{10} \xi=1$ and 3 with $dN/d \ln \xi$ for both equal to $10^{24} \text{ m}^{-2}$. 
Warm model

- Black model same as before, red curve assuming that the highest ionization point has $dN/d \ln \xi = 10^{22} \text{ m}^{-2}$.
- So there is less short wavelength absorption.
Warm model

Black same model as previous ones, red: having 5 points with changing \( \frac{dN}{d \ln \xi} \) between \( 10^{23} \) and \( 10^{28} \) m\(^{-2}\) (low to high ionization).

Difference between models for \( \Delta \xi = 0.2 \) (black) and 1 thus a coarser grid which calculates the transmission (red).
Warm model: output

- Specifically for the warm model, ascd has the option warm.

- This lists per ion logξ and log T in keV and the column density of the ion. Thus again one can easily compare the warm results with those obtained from slab or xabs.

- The other options, such as col and tran also work for the warm model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nr</th>
<th>ion</th>
<th>log Xi (1E-9 Wm)</th>
<th>log T (keV)</th>
<th>log column (m**-2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H I</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>20.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H II</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
<td>25.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>He I</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>18.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>He II</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-2.73</td>
<td>21.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>He III</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
<td>24.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C I</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>14.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>C II</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>17.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C III</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-2.80</td>
<td>19.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>C IV</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>19.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>C V</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-2.58</td>
<td>20.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>C VI</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
<td>20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>C VII</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>21.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>N I</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>13.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>N II</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>17.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>N III</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-2.79</td>
<td>19.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>N IV</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
<td>19.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>N V</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>19.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>N VI</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>-2.41</td>
<td>20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>N VII</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>20.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>N VIII</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>21.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>O I</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>O II</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>O III</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-2.79</td>
<td>19.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>O IV</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
<td>20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>O V</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-2.69</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>O VI</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td>20.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>O VII</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
<td>21.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>O VIII</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>21.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>O IX</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>21.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Warm model

Effect of assuming that the lines are formed by a blend of different velocity components (red).

Difference between a model with solar abundances, and one in which iron has an abundance of a $3^{\text{rd}}$ solar.
Warm model

- The absorption spectrum can be calculated per element (up to Zinc).
- $\frac{dN}{d \ln \xi} = 10^{25} \text{ m}^{-2}$ at all the points and for all the curves.
Comparison between warm and xabs

- Comparison between 2 xabs models and the warm model. Note the difference in ionization parameters.
- There is more low ionization absorption in the warm model, hence more continuum absorption, and some extra lines.
Observational results

- Results for Mrk 279 (Costantini et al. 2007) using slab model for some elements: individual symbols and warm, the solid line.
Observational results

- Model transmission for all 7 absorption components and the resultant combination, using hot for Galactic absorption and absorption in the IC 4329A galaxy (component 2).
- Local O VII is modelled as a delta line, as it is the only line detected, and only weakly so.
- The other components are absorption close to the BH and are modelled by $x_{abs}$. 